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Introduction 
The EPSCO Council in the Conclusions on the social inclusion target and indicators 

(10560/10 of 7-8/6/2010) asked for a mid-term review of Europe 2020 indicators for 

2015. To fulfil this request and taking into account the in-depth analysis carried out 

by the Task Force on material deprivation (MD), Eurostat set up an implementation 

strategy for the collection of MD variables which was agreed by the Directors of 

Social Statistics on 21/03/2012. 

This strategy foresees that a limited set of variables – seven compulsory and fourteen 

optional – is collected in 2013 and in addition, establishes that the 2014 SILC ad-hoc 

module focuses on the MD. 

Although the 2009 SILC ad-hoc module was dedicated to MD as well, the 2014 

module cannot be considered as a replication of the previous one due to the fact that 

only a limited set of 20 variables can be compared and due to the inclusion of some 

new additional variables. 

As a result, there is not always a full correspondence between the two modules both 

dedicated to MD, therefore Eurostat strongly recommends reading carefully this 

document before making any kind of comparison between the variables collected in 

2009 with those one collected in 2014. 

  



 

Unit:  The target variables relate to different types of units: 

1. Household: The variables relating to financial stress and durables are asked at 

household level and refer to the household as a whole. 

2. Individual: Information on basic needs, as well as leisure and social activities in the 

category "adult items" must be provided for each current household member, or, if 

applicable, for all selected respondents, aged 16 and over. 

And the optional variables to 

3. Child: Children's items relate to all household members aged under 16 to be 

compatible with the data collection defined in the EU-SILC Framework Regulation. 

The questions must be answered by the household respondent for the whole group of 

children aged under 16. If at least one child does not have the item in question, the 

whole group of children in the household is assumed not to have the item.  

 

The age refers to the age at the end of the income reference period. 

Mode of data collection:  For variables asked at household level, the mode of data 

collection is personal interview with the household respondent. 

For variables asked at individual level, the mode of data collection is personal interview with 

all current household members aged 16 and over or, if applicable, with each selected 

respondent. 

For children's variables the mode of collection is personal interview with the household 

respondent. 

Owing to the characteristics of the information to be collected, only personal interviews 

(proxy interviews as an exception for persons temporarily absent or incapacitated) are 

allowed. 

Reference period: All target variables relate to the current situation as the reference 

period. 

Data transmission: The supplementary compulsory and optional variables on 

‘material deprivation' should be sent to EUROSTAT in the household data file (H) and in the 

personal data file (P) after the target primary variables and the target secondary variables on 

"Well-being". In the regular transmission (reconciled file format) this variables should be 

filled in only for the records related to the last year of operation. For all other records 

(previous years) flag -7 should be used. 

 

 

  



 

HD080: Replacing worn-out furniture  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Financial stress 

Transmission type Early and regular 

Reference period Current 

Unit Household 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 < 2013 

 

Description 

The term "furniture" corresponds to the objects such as tables, chairs, beds, desks, 

dressers, cupboards, etc. kept in the dwelling to make it suitable or comfortable for 

living or working in. Second-hand furniture can be taken into account. 

This variable is different from the EU-SILC core HS060 “Capacity to face unexpected 

financial expenses” which aims to capture problems of shortage of money and where, 

about the time scale, the focus is on the short term. The list of concerned expenses is 

also different as this variable HD080 only refers to furniture. 

 

 

No change compared to 2009 module variable HD080: Replace worn-out furniture 

  



 

PD020: Replace worn-out clothes by some new (not second-hand) 

ones  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Basic needs 

Transmission type Early and regular 

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged 16 and over or selected 

respondent (where applies) 

Mode of collection Personal interview 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-3 Not selected respondent 

-7 Not applicable: PB010 < 2013 

 

Description 

The focus is on the replacement of the worn out clothes by some new clothes (such as 

suit, winter coat, pullover, etc.). The variable refers to worn out clothes, not to old-

fashioned ones. 

 

 

No change compared to 2009 module variable PD020: Replace worn-out clothes by some new 

(not second-hand) ones 
  



 

PD030: Two pairs of properly fitting shoes (including a pair of all-

weather shoes)  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Basic needs 

Transmission type Early and regular 

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged 16 and over or selected 

respondent (where applies) 

Mode of collection Personal interview 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 filled 

-1 Missing 

-3 Not selected respondent 

-7 Not applicable: PB010 < 2013 

 

Description 

The concept of shoes has to be understood in a broad sense. It could include boots, 

sandals, etc. according to the climatic conditions of the concerned country. 

On the other hand, all-weather shoes could be defined as any daily life shoes with the 

exception of sandals and boots. 

 

No change compared to 2009 module variable PD030: Two pairs of properly fitting shoes 

(including a pair of all-weather shoes) 



 

PD050: Get-together with friends/family (relatives) for a 

drink/meal at least once a month  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Leisure and social activities 

Transmission type Early and regular 

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged 16 and over or selected 

respondent (where applies) 

Mode of collection Personal interview 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-3 Not selected respondent 

-7 Not applicable: PB010 < 2013 

 

Description 

Friends: Friends are people that the respondent gets together with in his/her spare time (i.e. 

after working hours, at weekends, or for holidays) and with whom the respondent shares 

private matters. 

Family (relatives): The family, or relatives, should be understood in the widest sense, and 

shall include father/mother/children, siblings, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, nephews, 

nieces and families-in-law. 

To get together for a drink/meal: To get-together for a drink/meal means spending time 

eating and/or drinking with friends or family (relatives) at home or elsewhere (restaurant, pub, 

etc.). 

The "No - cannot afford it" answer for getting together for a drink/meal refers to the 

financial exclusion/ deprivation. 

The "No - other reason" answer for this variable refers to another type of exclusion, 

namely the social exclusion. 

This formulation is thought to be more adapted in a cross national perspective 

because having friends at home is not the main way to have social relation in all 

countries. This variable aims to take into account the multi-cultural specificities as 

well as the financial and social aspects of deprivation. 

 

 

No change compared to 2009 module variable PD050: Get-together with friends/family 

(relatives) for a drink/meal at least once a month 



 

PD060: Regularly participate in a leisure activity  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Leisure and social activities 

Transmission type Early and regular 

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged 16 and over or selected 

respondent (where applies) 

Mode of collection Personal interview 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-3 Not selected respondent 

-7 Not applicable: PB010 < 2013 

 

Description 

Regularly 

The term "regularly" is linked to the considered activity(ies) and is to be self-defined 

by the respondent. However, a "yes" answer should imply that leisure activities (all 

together) are done several times per year. 

Leisure activity 

The considered activity(ies) such as sport, cinema, concert, etc should occur outside 

home. This(these) would cost some money for entrance and/or travel costs (e.g. 

swimming), for purchase costs (e.g. riding a bicycle) or for participating costs in an 

organised play events (e.g. football club fees). 

The formal organisation of activities is not an important element. 

 

 

No change compared to 2009 module variable PD060: Regularly participate in a leisure 

activity 



 

PD070: Spend a small amount of money each week on yourself  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Leisure and social activities 

Transmission type Early and regular 

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged 16 and over or selected 

respondent (where applies) 

Mode of collection Personal interview 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-3 Not selected respondent 

-7 Not applicable: PB010 < 2013 

 

Description 

To spend a small amount of money on yourself means to freely spend money, e.g., to go to the 

movies, to the bar, to buy something for yourself, to have a meal outside, etc.  

 

The "Yes" answer means that the person can afford to spend this money without having to 

consult anyone. 

 
 

No change compared to 2009 module variable PD070: Spend a small amount of money each 

week on yourself 



 

PD080: Internet connection for personal use at home  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Durables 

Transmission type Early and regular 

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged 16 and over or selected 

respondent (where applies) 

Mode of collection Personal interview 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-3 Not selected respondent 

-7 Not applicable: PB010 < 2013 

 

Description 

The internet access can be via Smartphone (e.g. BlackBerry/iPhone), other wireless handheld 

device (tablet, etc …), video games console, laptop, desktop computer, TV etc. 

Example of internet activities for personal use: social networking, sending/receiving emails, 

using services related to travel and accommodation, creating web pages, blogs, Internet 

banking, reading or downloading online music, video, news etc, looking for information, 

telephoning or making video calls, buying/Selling goods or services, taking part in online 

consultations or voting on civic or political issues etc.  

The household member is considered to have internet connection for personal use at 

home only if all the needs for personal use he/she are fully fulfilled by this 

connection.  

 

 
 

Warning: new variable. 

 

 

  



 

PD090: Regular use of public transport 

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Mobility 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged 16 and over or selected 

respondent (where applies) 

Mode of collection Personal interview 

Values 1         Yes  

2         No – ticket too expensive 

3         No – station too far 

4         No – access too difficult 

5         No – private transport 

6         No – other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-3 Not selected respondent 

-7 Not applicable: PB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This refers to whether the household member makes use or not of public transport. 

Public transport includes any form of transportation that charges set fares, runs fixed routes, 

and is available to the public, such as buses, subways, boats, trains, etc. in the city. 

This covers the following situations: 

 The household member can cope satisfactorily with the daily/regular travelling they 

have to do using public transport (answer Yes); 

 The household member cannot cope satisfactorily with the daily/regular travelling that 

they have to do using public transportation due to the ticket price (answer 2 No – 

ticket too expensive); or due to the lack of having a station nearby (3 No – station too 

far); or due to the difficulties of getting to the station in particular for disabled persons 

(4 No – Access too difficult); or due to a personal preference to use private transport 

such as a bike, motorbike, car, etc (5 No – Private transport) or otherwise due to 

another reason (6 No – Other reason), e.g. timetable not suitable. 

 

Warning: This variable is being collected for the first time, therefore no correspondence can 

be found with the previous module on Material Deprivation collected in 2009.  

It could be relevant to analyse this variable together with the primary variable "HS110- Do 

you have a car?" to measure more in-depth the mobility issue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHILDREN ITEMS APPLYING AT HOUSEHOLD LEVEL 

 

HD100: Some new (not second-hand) clothes  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Basic needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag "-2" should be used. 

Even if only one child does not have new clothes, the entire group of children in the 

household are assumed not to have new clothes. Even if only one child does not have new 

clothes because the household cannot afford it, then the answer category should be “No, 

because the household cannot afford it”.  

Clothes: The focus is on the affordability for the child to have some new clothes. Not all 

clothes must be new, some can be second-hand. This is particularly the case for young 

children. The variable refers to worn out clothes, not to old-fashioned ones. 

 

Warning: No change compared to 2009 module variable HD100: some new (not second-hand) 

clothes. 



 

HD110: Two pairs of properly fitting shoes (including a pair of 

all-weather shoes) 

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Basic needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag "-2" should be used. 

Even if only one child does not have properly-fitting shoes, the entire group of children in the 

household are assumed not to have them. Even if only one child does not have them because 

the household cannot afford it, then the answer category should be “No, because the 

household cannot afford it”. 

Shoes: The concept of shoes has to be understood in a broad sense. It could include boots, 

sandals, etc. according to the climatic conditions of the concerned country. 

On the other hand, all-weather shoes could be defined as any daily life shoes with the 

exception of sandals and boots. 

 

Warning: No change compared to 2009 module variable HD110: two pairs of properly fitting 

shoes (including a pair of all-weather shoes). 



 

HD120: Fruits and vegetables once a day  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Basic needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag "-2" should be used. 

Even if only one child does not have fruit and vegetables, the entire group of children in the 

household are assumed not to have them. Even if only one child does not have fruit and 

vegetables because the household cannot afford them, then the answer category should be 

“No, because the household cannot afford it”. 

The children of the household don’t have to eat their fruits and vegetables at the same time; 

they don’t have to share the same food. The fruits and vegetables can be eaten at different 

times and/or places and can be fresh or frozen. Canned fruits and vegetables should be 

excluded. 

 

Warning: This variable partially differs from the 2009 module variable HD120 - "Fresh fruits 

and vegetables once a day" due to the inclusion of frozen food (but canned fruits and 

vegetables are still excluded). The variable now refers more to the quality of fruit and 

vegetables. 



 

HD140: One meal with meat, chicken or fish (or vegetarian 

equivalent) at least once a day  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Basic needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no children aged between 1-16 in the household, the flag "-2" should be used. 

Even if only one child does not have the above-specified foods, the entire group of children in 

the household are assumed not to have them. Even if only one child does not have such foods 

because the household cannot afford it, then the answer category should be “No, because the 

household cannot afford it”. 

The children in the household don’t have to eat meat, chicken or fish at the same time; they 

don’t have to share the same food. The meat, chicken or fish can be eaten at different times 

and/or places. 

 

Warning: No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD140: one meal with meat, 

chicken or fish (or vegetarian equivalent) at least once a day. 



 

HD150: Books at home suitable for their age  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no other children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag value "-2" 

should be used. 

Even if only one child does not have such books, the entire group of children in the household 

are assumed not to have them. Even if only one child does not have such books because the 

household cannot afford it, then the answer category should be “No, because the household 

cannot afford it”. 

Suitable book: "Books suitable for the age" means that the books are adapted to the age and 

the level of knowledge of the child. School books are not to be taken into account. 

 

Warning: No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD150: books at home suitable 

for their age. 



 

HD160: Outdoor leisure equipment 

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no other children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag value "-2" 

should be used. 

Even if only one child does not have such leisure equipment, the entire group of children in 

the household is assumed not to have it. Even if only one child does not have the equipment 

because the household cannot afford it, then the answer category should be “No -cannot afford 

it”. 

The answer modalities cover the following situations: 

 1: There is at least one piece of outdoor leisure equipment (such as a bicycle, roller 

skates, , racket, etc.) for each child in the household, which is adapted to his/her age 

and physical conditions; 

 2: At least one child does not have the equipment because the household cannot afford 

it (enforced lack). ‘Enforced lack’ implies that the item is something that each child in 

the household would like to have/to use, but the household cannot afford it; 

 3: At least one child does not have the item for other reasons.  

In addition, it is not strictly required that all children in the household have leisure 

equipment/games of their own. 

 

No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD160: outdoor leisure equipment. 



 

HD170: Indoor games  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no other children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag value "-2" 

should be used. 

Even if only one child does not have indoor games, the entire group of children in the 

household are assumed not to have them. Even if only one child does not have these games 

because the household cannot afford it, then the answer category should be “No -cannot afford 

it”. 

The answer modalities cover the following situations: 

 1: There is at least one indoor game (educational baby toys, building blocks, board 

games, computer games, etc.) for each child in the household, which is adapted to 

his/her age and physical conditions; 

 2: At least one child does not have an indoor game because the household cannot 

afford it (enforced lack). ‘Enforced lack’ implies that the item is something that each 

child in the household would like to have/use it, but the household cannot afford it; 

 3: At least one child does not have the item for other reasons.  

In addition, it is not strictly required that all children in the household have leisure 

equipment/games of their own. Sharing is possible. 
 

No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD170: indoor games. 



 

HD180: Regular leisure activity  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no other children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag value "-2" 

should be used. 

Even if only one child does not take part in a regular leisure activity, the entire group of 

children in the household are assumed not to have done so either. Even if only one child does 

not take part in regular leisure activities because the household cannot afford it, then the 

answer category should be “No -cannot afford it”. 

Regular: The term “regular” is linked to the considered activity(ies) and is to be self-defined 

by the household respondent. However, a "yes" answer should imply that leisure activities (all 

together) are conducted several times per year. 

Leisure activity: The considered activity(ies) should occur outside home. 

This(these) would cost some money for entrance and/or travel costs (e.g. swimming), for 

purchase costs (e.g. riding a bicycle) or for participating costs in an organised play events (e.g. 

football club fees). The formal organisation of activities is not an important element. 

 
 

No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD180: regular leisure activity. 



 

HD190: Celebrations on special occasions   

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag value "-2" should be 

used. 

This refers to birthdays, name days, religious event (related to children). 

Even if only one child does not have celebrations on special occasions, the entire  group of 

children in the household are assumed not to do so. Even if only one child does not have 

celebrations on special occasions because the household cannot afford it, then the answer 

category should be “No –household cannot afford it”. 

  
 

No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD190: celebrations on special occasions. 



 

HD200: Invite friends round to play or eat from time to time  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No, because the household cannot afford it 

3 No, for some other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15 ) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no children aged between 1-15 in the household, the flag value "-2" should be 

used. 

Even if only one child does not have friends round, the entire group of children in the 

household are assumed not to do so either. Even if only one child does not have friends over 

because the household cannot afford it, then the answer category should be “No, the 

household cannot afford it”. 

Invite round to play or eat: Invitations mostly take place at home but external activities are 

to be considered as well. 

 
 

Slight change compared to the 2009 module variable HD200: invite friends round to play or 

and eat from time to time. 



 

HD210: Participate in school trips and school events that cost 

money  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 and attending 

school 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15) 

-4 Not applicable because no children attending school  

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

The variable holds for the whole group of children aged between 1 year or more and below 16 

and attending school. If there are no children aged between 1-15  in the household, the flag 

value "-2" should be used. If there are children aged between 1-15 but not attending school, 

the flag value “-4” should be used. 

If the interview occurs during school holidays, please refer to the school period. 

Even if only one child does not participate in school trips and events, the entire group of 

children in the household are assumed not to do so either. Even if only one child does not take 

part in such trips/events because the household cannot afford it, then the answer category 

should be “No, because the household cannot afford it”. 

This variable only concerns activities that are organised by school. 

 
 

No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD210: participate in school trips and 

school events. 



 

HD220: Suitable place to study or do homework   

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 and attending 

school 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15) 

-4 Not applicable because no children attending school  

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

The variable holds for the entire group of children aged between 1 year or more and below 16 

and attending school. If there are no children aged between 1-15  in the household, the flag 

value "-2" should be used. If there are children aged between 1-15 but not attending school, 

the flag value “-4” should be used. 

If the interview occurs during school holidays, please refer to the school period. 

Even if only one child does not have a suitable place to study/do homework, the entire group 

of children in the household are assumed not to have a suitable place either. 

A suitable place to study or do homework means a silent place with enough room and light. 

The place is to be at home and not in a library for example. 
 

No change compared to the 2009 module variable HD220: suitable place to study or do 

homework. 



 

HD240: Go on holiday away from home at least one week per year  

Domain/Area Material deprivation/Educational or leisure needs 

Transmission type Early and regular  

Reference period Current 

Unit All current household members aged between 1-15 

Mode of collection Household respondent 

Values 1 Yes 

2 No - household cannot afford it 

3 No - other reason 

Flags 1 Filled 

-1 Missing 

-2 Not applicable (no children aged between 1 and 15) 

-7 Not applicable: HB010 ≠ last year 

 

Description 

This variable holds for the entire group of children aged between one year  or more and below 

16. If there are no children aged between 1-15  in the household, the flag value "-2" should be 

used 

Even if only one child does not have a holiday away from home for at least one week per year, 

the entire group of children in the household are assumed not to have these holidays either. 

Even if only one child does not have such a holiday because the household cannot afford it, then 

the answer category should be “No, because the household cannot afford it”. 

The children of the household don’t have to go on holidays together and at the same time. If 

every child of the household goes on holiday away from home at least one week per annum, 

the answer should be “Yes” whatever the context is (holidays with family, relatives, friends, 

youth organisation, school trip, etc.). If there is a child within the household who doesn’t go 

on holidays because of health problems (and the household can afford to pay holidays for all 

of its children), then the answer should be “No - other reason”. 

Week: "One week" means 7 days. 

  
 

Warning: Slight change compared to the 2009 module variable HD240: go on holiday away 

from home at least one week per year – the variable refers to children aged between 1 and 15 

while in 2009 it referred to children aged under 16. Additionally the definition of "holidays 

away from home" is exactly the same as for the variable HS040 i.e.it covers holidays in the 

second dwellings and holidays spent with family or friends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PROPOSAL FOR A CORRESPONDING QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
 
 In the household questionnaire 

 

1: Could you tell me if your household…? 

 

  Yes No -

household  

cannot 

afford it 

No - other 

reason 

     

HD080 Replace worn-out furniture? 1 2 3 

 

 

In the individual questionnaire 

 

2-7: Could you tell me if you have or do the following? 

 

Please tick for each 

  Yes No - cannot afford it No - other 

reason 

PD020 Have two pairs of properly fitting 

shoes (including a pair of all-weather 

shoes)? 

1 2 3 

PD030 Replace worn-out clothes by some 

new (not second-hand) ones? 

1 2 3 

PD050 Get-together with friends/family 

(relatives) for a drink/meal at least 

once a month? 

1 2 3 

PD060 Regularly participate in a leisure 

activity such as sport, cinema, 

concert, etc.? 

1 2 3 

PD070 Spend a small amount of money each 

week on yourself (without having to 

consult anyone)? 

1 2 3 

PD080 Have access to Internet for personal 

use at home? 

1 2 3 

 



 

8: Could you please tell me if you…? 

 

  Yes No - 

ticket too 

expensive 

No - 

 station too 

far away 

No -  

access too 

difficult 

No - 

 private 

transport 

No -  

other reason 

        

PD090 Use regularly public 

transport? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

 

In the household questionnaire 

 

Interviewer: Check in the Household register: 

 

 One or more children aged between 1 and 15 in the household   item 9 

 No child under 16 in the household                       end 

 

 

9-19: Can you tell me whether all the children (aged between 1 and 15) in your 

household have or do the following: 

 

Please tick for each 

  Yes No - 

household 

cannot afford it 

No - other 

reason 

HD100 Have some new (not second-hand) clothes? 1 2 3 

HD110 Have two pairs of properly fitting shoes (including a 

pair of all-weather shoes)? 

1 2 3 

HD120 Have fruits and vegetables once a day? 1 2 3 

HD140 Have a meal with meat, chicken or fish (or vegetarian 

equivalent) at least once a day 

1 2 3 

HD150 Have books at home suitable for their age? 1 2 3 

HD160 Have outdoor leisure equipment (bicycle, roller 

skates, etc.)? 

1 2 3 

HD170 Have indoor games (educational baby toys, building 

blocks, board games, computer games, etc.)? 

1 2 3 

HD180 Participate in a regular leisure activity (swimming, 

playing an instrument, youth organisations, etc.)? 

1 2 3 

HD190 Have celebrations on special occasions (birthdays, 

name days, religious events)? 

1 2 3 

HD200 Invite friends round for playing or eating from time to 

time? 

1 2 3 



 

HD240 Go on holiday away from home at least 1 week per 

year including stays in a second dwelling or with 

friends/relatives 

1 2 3 

 



 

20: Can you tell me whether all the children (aged between 1 and 15) attending school in 

your household do the following: 

 

  Yes No - 

househol

d cannot 

afford it 

No - 

other 

reason 

HD210 Participate in school trips and school events that cost 

money? 

1 2 3 

 

 

21: Can you tell me whether all the children (aged between 1 and 15) attending school in 

your household have the following: 

 

  Yes No 

HD220 Have a suitable place to study or do homework? 1 2 

 
 


